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IC  DESIGN

IC Design’s mission is to promote original and exciting product design. These are products 
which stand the test of time, both in regard to their design and their craftsmanship. We be-
lieve in consuming less, but consuming wisely, and that life is made better by good design.
IC Design distributes contemporary designs that not only tell a story, but are stories them-
selves. We offer a curated and exciting collection from worldwide leading designers of the 
20th and 21st Century who represent the best in creativity and craftsmanship. We wish to 
bring art into our product selection as well and therefore search old and sometimes never 
produced designs such as the Man Ray, Cy Endfield or Noguchi chess sets, the marionet-
tes and the Bauhaus christmas ornaments. 

Our products are innovative, classic, and sometimes surprising and span decades and styles.
We seek for good design from near by and far away places. We work together with European 
& Swiss designers and manufacturers, while at the same time import unique products 
from around the world. With regard to our carbon footprint, we will always choose to con-
solidate and transport by ship versus by air.

This catalog is meant to give you an overview of our different brands and collections. 
For more information and all IC Design products in our line please visit our website 
www.icdesign.ch

We thank you for your interest.
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AREAWARE  believes that appreciation 
of design and a sense of humor is central 
to what it means to be alive and wishes to 
embody this principle in even the 
simplest things.

The BLACKSMITH MASTER SHIN was 
established in 1845, today it is in its 5th ge-
neration and the oldest blacksmith in Korea. 
Master Shin In-young produces the best 
handmade knives and farming tools in the 
country and was named an Intangible Cultu-
ral Heritage Treasure in 2016, the first time it 
was awarded to an individual.

The young Italian start-up, EGO.M  uses  3D 
printing for Achille Castiglione‘s last design 
of writing instruments; printed from feather-
light Graphene and biodegradable PLA fila-
ment derived from potatoes. Sustainability is 
key for Ego.M, eliminating waste from every 
step of their production process.

GERARD LO MONACO  is an illustrator, 
pop-up designer and paper engineer. He is a 
paper magician who translates his inspira-
tions into unique paper objects, extraordina-
ry pop-up books and lately also wonderous 
pop-up cards.

All H I S TO R I C A L  R E P R O D U CT I O N S 
in the IC Design collection are collabora-
tions with museums or foundations and pro-
ducts which are carefully produced by skilled 
craftsmen.

K A R S T  is an Australian certified B cor-
poration designing and manufacturing 
paper products not made out of paper 
– but stone. Made from stone dust, a 
repurposed construction waste these 
items have a 60% smaller carbon foot-
print than traditional paper. 
The further 40% we offset to make every 
purchase completely carbon neutral.

NOTEWORTHY CRAFTS,  SMART 
DESIGN & SUSTAINABILITY

MARUMASU  rethinks the way of manu-
facturing which is affected today by a rapidly 
changing trend and fast consumption, to 
create a brand that cheers sustainable ma-
nufacturing.

K I H A R A  C R A F T S M E N  produce porce-
lain in historical Arita in Southern Japan, 
the cradle of porcelain production. Fine 
porcelain has been manufactured here 
for over 400 years. 

MoMA The Museum Of Modern Art New 
York selects contemporary studios & artists 
to promote new product design.

NOTABAG RECYCLING  is what Nota-
bag always meant to be. A brand that re-
duces waste by offering a reusable, smart 
and durable alternative to a single-use 
plastic bag. The recycled bag gives 12 plas-
tic bottels a second life.

POKEBOO  is expertly made through 
skilled craftsmenship from processing 
of the natural rubber to the sewing of the 
boots.

SKEPPSHULT  cares about the environ-
ment and uses only electricity from wind 
and hydropower. 

TÄT TAT  strives to fight social exclusi-
on through work and promotes integration 
through recycling, a circular economy and 
giving new life to reused materials. Founded 
in 1994, tät tat produces playful design items 
that charm the eye and delight the mind. 

VILT VAN VER  are fair-trade products. 
The small Dutch design company works 
with an organization in Nepal that gives 
Neapalese women the opportunity to be 
financially independant, receive fair wages 
and good working conditions.
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ANOTHER COUNTRY  
STONEWARE COLLECTION

Another Country designs and makes con-
temporary craft and interior design objects 
and accessories. All design is inspired by 
archetype, calling on the familiar and un-
pretentious forms of British Country kit-
chen style, Shaker, traditional Scandinavi-
an and Japanese aesthetics. 

Products are made to last both in terms 
of construction and style. All work is done 
wherever possible in a sustainable way.

Areaware is a New York City based manu-
facturer of everyday objects that are both 
functional and unusual. Areaware belie-
ves that appreciation of beauty is central 
to what it means to be alive and wishes to 
embody this principle in even the simplest 
things. 

An Areaware product is a thoughtful object 
that inspires an emotional response and 
encourages a dialogue between people and 
their surroundings. 

AREAWARE
TOYS & ACCESSORIES

AC-T 074-08-01 
Pitcher, cream, 12 x 17 cm

AC-T 074-08-14 
Pitcher, terracotta, 12 x 17 cm

AC-T 074-08-03 
Pitcher, charcoal, 12 x 17 cm

AW-PTL4FI
Little Puzzle Thing: Fish

also available
AW-PTL6WA  Watermelon
AW-PTL5AF  Affogato
AW-PTL1EG  Aubergine
AW-PTL6BE  Beer
AW-PTL1BR  Broccoli
AW-PTL2CB  Chocolate Bar
AW-PTL5HS  Honeycomb Scoop
AW-PTL2PI  Pickle
AW-PTL5SS  Strawberry Scoop
AW-PTL2SP  Soft Pretzel

More than 70 puzzle pieces
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DWC4N / DWC4M
Cubebot micro natural wood or multi 
10 cm standing, 4 cm cube
   
DWC4SET 
Display with 40 cubebot micro natural wood or multi

AW-DWM4M

AW-DWM4N
   
Cubebot milo micro 
multi and natural wood
   
The classic Areaware cubebot has a new friend – 
the four legged cubebot milo.

AW-KZPMC
Croc Pile mini natur, 10 pieces 

AW-KZPMCM
Croc Pile mini multi, 10 pieces 

AW-NBDCM 
Doodle Crayons
Set of 5 colourful crayons, 6–8 cm
   
The New York designer Nikolas Bentel reshapes 
crayons to create architectural drawing toys 
for children.
Shapes: straight, cross, zigzag, wiggle, circle

AW-DDPPL
Pattern Puzzle LENTICULAR 500 piece
   

also available
AW-DDPPSL  Lenticular 100 piece     
AW-DDPPA  Arc 500 piece            
AW-DDPPLL  Lenticular 1000 piece    
AW-DDPPSA  Arc 100 piece 

AW-BWPGSRY
Gradient Puzzle Small, red/yellow 

AW-BWPGSGY
Gradient Puzzle Small, green/yellow 

Also available
AW-BWPGSBW
Gradient Puzzle Small, black/white 

DWC2G
Cubebot Guthrie small natural wood
17 cm standing, 6.5 cm cube
   
DWC2N  / DWC2M
Cubebot small natural wood or multi
17 cm standing, 6.5 cm cube
   
DWC1N  / DWC1M
Cubebot medium natural wood or multi
24 cm standing, 9 cm cube

DWC3N
Cubebot XL natural wood
60 cm standing, 30 cm sitting, 22 cm cube
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AW-JPBLGC2 
Blockitecture Garden City, small
Handpainted blocks, Pine, 10 pieces

AW-JOCH
Candle Holder 2 piece Josh Owen cast iron   
A simple cast iron candle holder with a three-in-one 
feature. Remove the top to reveal a space for a votive or 
stick of incense. Choose the mood you wish to set and 
burn one illumination – or all three. Cast Iron.9 cm. 

AW-JPBL3
Blockitecture Factory
Handpainted blocks, Pine, 10 pieces

AW-JOITO
Iron Tray, oval - Josh Owen cast iron, 23 cm long   
A simple vessel for holding keys, a pair of sunglasses, 
pens or pencils.

AW-JPBLPA 
Blockitecture Parkland
Handpainted blocks, Pine, 10 pieces
 

AW-JOMS 
Match Striker Josh Owen   
A simple vessel for holding a handful of strike-anywhere 
wooden matches, which will ignite when struck against 
the surface. Cast iron. 7.5 x 5 cm   
AW-JOMSM
Matches   
Match Striker requires all-around Cowboy matches to 
ignite. 100 matches in a box
 

AW- JPBL2
Blockitecture Art Deco
Handpainted blocks, Pine, 10 pieces

AW-JOIC
Iron Catchall - Josh Owen cast iron, 11 cm dia.   
AW-JOITR
Iron Tray, round - Josh Owen cast iron, 12.5 cm dia.   
A simple vessel for holding keys and beautiful as a 
candle holder.
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AW-CKSP2
Stacking Planter white tall, 22 x 22 cm
also available
AW-CKSP1  white short, 11 x 22 cm 
AW-CKSPMST1 terracotta mini short, 10.5 x 8 cm
AW-CKSPT1   terracotta short, 11 x 22 cm
AW-CKSPT2   terracotta tall, 22 x 22 cm
The Stacking Planter discretely integrates both a 
planter and saucer into one form. Lift out the bottom 
ring to reveal a hidden saucer.

Harry Allen Silicone key chains
cast from an 18th century Italian church key
AW-HARK2KBK  black
AW-HARK4KG  chartreuse
AW-HARK4KB  cobalt
AW-HARK3KV  lavender
AW-HARK2KO  orange
AW-HARK2KP  pink
AW-HARK3KR  red brick
AW-HARK3KG  teal
AW-HARK4KB2  turquoise
AW-HARK2KW  white
AW-HARK3KY  yellow mustard
AW-HARK5KWG white glow in the dark

AW-SLSFF 
Serving Friends flowers     
AW-SLSFW 
Serving Friends wavy     
AW-SLSFH
Serving Friends hands     
oiled beech wood
29 cm long     
Carved into fun shapes, these serving spoons bring a 
smile to the table.

AW-BOTTMS
Table Tiles modern multi      
Box of 6 tiles
MDF, beech veneer, high quality cork back
9 x 8.5 x 6 cm     
also available
AW-BOTTBB  black & beige 
AW-BOTT2B  optical black
AW-BOTT2W  optical white

Terrace candle holder
AW-SBCHBL  blue
AW-SBCHC  clear
AW-SBCHGY  grey
AW-SBCHGN  green     
Can hold a tea light or turn it around to hold a tapered 
candle. 6 cm dia. / high     
Dusen Sculpted Candles, burn time 10 hours
AW-DDTCB  blue, 29 cm high, Set à  2
AW-DDTCY  yellow, 29 cm high, Set à  2
AW-DDTCM  multi, 29 cm high, Set à  4

Goober Candle 
AW-TYGCBL blue
AW-TYGCPI rose pink 
AW-TYGCGR green
AW-TYGCPU purple     
11.5 cm
burn time 40 hours

AW-HB1RT
Silver Rattle Elongated      
AW-HB2RT
Silver Rattle Barbell     
Hand-tuned, sixteen tone rattle crafted from German 
Silver, with a thick overlay of Sterling. 13 cm

AW-SB2PBE  Strata Plant vessel  - blue
14.7 x 14.7 x 12.7 cm, glazed terracotta

AW-SB2PGN  Strata Plant vessel  - green
15 x 15 x 13.5 cm, glazed terracotta

AW-SB2PTC  Strata Plant vessel  - terracotta
11.4 x 11.4 x 15.2 cm, glazed terracotta

AW-SB2PYW  Strata Plant vessel  - yellow
16 x 16 x 8.6 cm, glazed terracotta
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AW-KZKRBD
Contour Key Ring Brass, Bend
5.7 x 10.8 x 0.5 cm, brass

Animal Key Ring Bird
AW-KZKAB
7.6 x 7.6 x 0.5 cm, brass

Poppy Candle & Incense Holder
Blue  AW-AWCHBE
Yellow AW-AWCHYW
Green AW-AWCHGN
Red AW-AWCHRD
   
6.6 cm dia.
painted cement

Honey I‘m Home Beeswax Candles
Coral  AW-AWBCC
Yellow AW-AWBCY
Teal AW-AWBCT
Lavender AW-AWBCL
   
2 x 29.5 cm

AW-KZKRBL
Contour Key Ring Brass, Bell
8.3 x 8.9 x 0.5 cm, brass

Animal Key Ring Croc
AW-KZKAC
10.2 x 3.6 x 0.5 cm, brass

Animal Key Ring Snake 
AW-KZKAS
11.4 x 5.1 x 0.5 cm, brass

THESE FUN ANIMAL-THEMED BRASS KEY RINGS ARE THE FUN 

ALTERNATIVE TO KARL ZAHN’S CLASSIC CONTOUR KEY RINGS. 
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EGO.M
Design by Achille Castiglioni,
Gianfranco Cavaglià, 2001 

CENTO3 started with an unpublished 2001 
design collaboration for writing instru-
ments by Achille Castiglioni and his friend 
architect Gianfranco Cavaglià. 
The trilobate shape proved too complex 
for production techniques of the time and 
was forgotten. After twenty years hidden 
away, Fondazione Achille Castiglioni, ar-
chitect Gianfranco Cavaglià and Italian de-
sign firm EGO.M have found a way to bring 

Castiglioni’s last design into reality. Each 
instrument is 3D printed with an extremely 
durable, sustainable and feather-light Gra-
phene/PLA filament in Bologna Italy. 
The long additive process creates a subtle 
nonslip texture, and each piece a unique 
artifact as each instrument is printed indi-
vidually. 
The ergonomic trilobate shape prevents 
CENTO3 from rolling off the table.

Fountain Pen
EGO-20014
Open w/cap 13.5 cm long, Closed 10.3 cm long
Body 1.5 cm diameter
Weight 23g
1 black ink cartridge included

Graphene
EGO-TRILOBY ME

TrilobyMe - 
Portable Atelier
•  3D printed carrying case
•  1 CENTO3
 Multifunction Art Pencil
•  1 - 5.5mm graphite
•  1 - Black ballpoint pen
 insert
•  2 Write-on-anything wax
 crayons blue / red
•  2 Dry highlighter wax
 crayons green /yellow
•  1eraser
•  Built-in sharpener

Multifunction Art Pencil - Refills / Inserts
Crayon refills
EGO-20069
• 3 Graphite leads
• 2 Write-on-anything wax crayons blue / red
• 2 Dry highlighter wax crayons green / yellow

Multifunction Art Pencil - Refills / Inserts
Ballpoint pen inserts colours
EGO-20083
• 3 Black ink - fine stroke
• 2 Blue ink - fine stroke
• 2 Red ink - medium stroke

Multifunction Art Pencil - Refills / Inserts
Ballpoint pen inserts black
EGO-20083.2
• 7 Black ink - fine stroke

Multifunction Art Pencil
EGO-20007
10.3 cm long x 1.5 cm  diameter
Weight 22g
1 - 5.5mm graphite refill included

Mechanical Pencil
EGO-20021
13 cm long 1.1 cm diameter
Weight 13g
3x 0.7mm HB graphite leads included
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FAN FUN  
      

This folding fan is made by hand in Kyoto. 
A folding fan goes through the hands of 
craftsmen 87 times. The result of this is a 
beautiful and high quality fan that fits per-
fectly into any hand. The frame of the fan 
is made of thinly sliced Japanese bamboo 
together with three different layers of Ja-
panese paper. The skill and attention to de-
tail that goes into every one of these fans 

Fan small Botanical Flower Grey  
FF-W-BOT GY

Fan small Marunineko Navy  
FF-W-MAR NY

Fan large Botanical Flower Mint   
FF-M-BOT MT

Fan small UMO#1 Daidai  
FF-W-UMO1 DA

Fan large Geometry Brown   
FF-M-GEO BR

Fan large UMO#2 Usuzumi  
FF-M-UMO2 US

Fan small Geometry Blue   
FF-W-GEO BL

Fan small UMO#3 Budo 
FF-W-UMO3 BU

creates the perfect instrument to achieve 
a gentle yet strong breeze. A lovely acces-
sory especially with the rising of tempera-
tures each summer. 

The fan can be stored in a matching 
textile case when not in use.
Fan: 33 cm span, 20 cm high
Fan case: 23 cm x 4 cm
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GERARD LO MONACO        
POP-UP CARDS & BOOK

Gérard Lo Monaco, born in Argentina in 1948, 
is a highly accomplished illustrator and pa-
per engineer living in Paris. He has been an 
art director at some of the most prestigious 
illustrated publishing houses. His work in-
cludes poster designs, album covers and 
favorite pop-up books for children such as 
Le Petit Prince, A Train Journey and Moby-
Dick. 
This is the first series of pop-up card de-
signs by him. «I wanted to engineer a se-
ries of pop-up cards which are like abstract 
compositions filled with optical illusion & 
trompe-l’oeil effects. The cards are made of 
one single piece of paper cut & folded in a 
manner that there is no waste and a perfect 
harmony of positive and negative.» 

GLM-PCE111
Flowers & Birds

GLM-PCE114
Flowers & Insects

12 x 15 cm
Card includes colourful envelope 
Pop-up cards are printed on FSC certified paper. 

GLM-PCE118
Santa Claus

GLM-PCE117
Snowman

GLM-PCE113
Clouds & Trees

GLM-PCE112
Butterflies

GLM-PCE116
Winter Landscape

GLM-PCE115
Witch
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JEUX D‘ENFANCE – LEPORELLO POP-UP BOOK

GLM-PBJEUX
Leporello pop-up book
16 spreads with 15 pop-ups
146 x 180 mm
All pages spread out measure 5 meters
Gouache illustrations   
Jeux d‘enfance is a pop-up book on modernist toys 
designed by Ladislav Sutnar between the years of 
1920-1930.   
Illustration & pop-up design by Gérard Lo Monaco

Visit in Gérard‘s studio, 
Paris, January 2023 
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IC  DESIGN RE-EDITIONS & CLASSICS
Antonio  Vi tal i 

Antonio Vitali (1909 – 2008) was a Swiss 
toy designer known for creating beautifully 
sculpted and rounded, handmade wooden 
toys, with simplicity and texture that satisfy 
at a sensual and emotional level.  This 2022 
licensed re-edition is done in collaboration 
with the Antonio Vitali trust. All animals are 
handmade in Germany of solid walnut and 
solid maple.
«The designs I created evolved out of ye-
ars of observing children at play. Good toys 
have to contain the possibility for the child 
to develop emotionally and intellectually. 
Small, softly shaped objects which fit into 
the little child’s hand are perceived as joyful 
and friendly and are repeatedly touched.»
Antonio Vitali 

AV-GA
Antonio Vitali – Gans (Goose)
Design 1960
Solid maple
100 x 42 x 112 mm

AV-WE
Antonio Vitali – Wipp Enten (Set of 2 Ducks)
Design 1946
Solid maple
Large : 72 x 47 x 66 mm
Small : 55 x 37 x 47 mm

AV-FU 
Antonio Vitali  - Fuchs (Fox)
Design 1944
Solid walnut
260 x 36 x 64 mm

AV-SC
Antonio Vitali – Schnecke (Snail)
Design 1949
Solid walnut
93 x 35 x 40 mm
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Maike Biederstädt

Maike Biederstädt is a most talented and 
internationally acclaimed paper engineer 
and artist from Berlin, Germany. She de-
signs pop-up books, greeting cards and 
paper artwork for clients around the world. 
IC Design is delighted to be able to re-edit 
a selection of her everyday pop-up cards, 
each assembled by hand.

Brilliant Bouquet
PC-MB12

Pop Up Cake
PC-MB11

Beautiful Butterflies
PC-MB10

IC  DESIGN POP UP CARDS
Peter  Dahmen

Peter Dahmen is a passionate and highly 
gifted paper engineer and artist of foldable 
artwork, from pop-up cards to large scale 
art installations. He is based in Dortmund, 
Germany. IC Design is delighted to be able 
to re-edit a selection of his everyday pop-
up cards, each assembled by hand.

Blooming Poppies
PC-PD10

Dandelion Wishes
PC-PD11
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IC Design is proud to re-edit this set of 12 
turned wood Christmas ornaments. Their 
clean geometric forms are reminiscent of 
the costume designs of Oskar Schlemmer 
for the Triadic Ballet. Crafted in the Black 
Forest in Germany, to a large extent by hand. 
Designed in 1929/30, these ornaments are 
attributed to the Bauhaus Dessau and are 
now in the collection of IC Design.

MAN RAY |  CHESS SET 

With his long career of pioneering work in 
painting, sculpture and photography, Man 
Ray (1890-1976) can readily be regarded 
as one of the most influential artists of the 
20th century. 
   
In this first design of his relating to chess 
from 1920,  Man Ray abandoned all the 
overly classical and figurative characte-
ristics used to identify the pieces. Instead, 
he composed them of the pure Euclidean 
geometric «ideal forms» – cube, sphere, 
pyramid and cone. He still made iconic 
associations such as the pyramid with the 
Egyptian symbol of kingship, the cone with 
medieval queen’s head-gear and the fla-
gon with the bishop’s tradition of creating 
exotic liqueurs and spirits.

Dadaist that he was, he could not resist in-
terjecting at least one discordant, though 
still elegant, element into the ensemble. He 
based the form of the Knight on a found ob-
ject in his studio, the head scroll of a violin. 
Its form, too, is based on pure geometry, 
though it is that of the Fibonacci sequence 
that defines spiral growth patterns in natu-
ral forms. 
   
This design was inspired by Man Ray‘s life-
long friendship with avid chess player and 
fellow artist Marcel Duchamp. 
   
Licensed re-edition in collaboration with 
the Man Ray Trust. Original and only exist-
ing set in the permanent collection of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

IC-BWS  
12 pieces, handmade, maple wood

MR-FIG 32 
chess figures, handmade, beech wood, 4 – 9 cm

MR-BOA 
handmade, German beech veneer & black 
dyed Bolivar wood, 42 – 42 cm

 
BAUHAUS |  CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
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SOPHIE TAEUBER-ARP |  DADA MARIONETTES, 1918

These posable figurines are based on the 
original 1918 Dada marionettes by Sophie 
Taeuber-Arp. 

The original marionettes were created by 
Taeuber-Arp for a richly embellished Dada 
version of «King Stag», a tragicomedy by 
Carlo Gozzi. Taeuber-Arp’s revered crea-
tions, long known only in artist circles, are 
among the most important art works of the 
avant-garde, merging Dada performance 
with Constructivist and Concrete art. 

Created in collaboration with the Museum 
für Gestaltung Zürich and hand-crafted in 
Germany.

The Bauhaus design has never been im-
posed – yet it has shaped modern living to 
this day. This set of four tables was desig-
ned by Josef Albers. While serving as the 
artistic director of the furniture workshop 
at the Bauhaus from 1926 to 1927, Albers 
conceived the Nesting Tables for the private 
Berlin apartment of a close friend. Albers 
was known for his geometric paintings, and 
his logic and passion for color are applied 
to these tables. 

Crafted in Germany from solid oak with 
lacquered glass tops, they work «indepen-
dently and interdependently».

ROBERT BUTLER |  BABY BELL RATTLE SPOON 

Designed by silversmith and craftsman 
Robert A. Butler. This beautiful object is 
made of mirror polished stainless steel in 
Solingen, Germany.
It is a spoon, a rattle and a teether all in 
one. Babies love to pick up the spoon using 
the spherical bell. 

«The challenge was to make a functional baby 
spoon that was both fun and safe, one that 
could be used to feed, teeth and entertain, as 
well as look beautiful.»  

Robert A. Butler

JOSEF ALBERS |  SET OF FOUR TABLES

STA-KO 
König
handmade, German wood, 30 cm high

STA-HI 
Hirsch
handmade, German wood, 30 cm high

STA-WA 
Wache
handmade, German wood, 30 cm high

MM-56568
Set of 4 nesting tables, blue (S) 42 x 40 x 40 cm, orange (M) 48 x 47.5 x 40 cm,, yellow (L) 54 x 55 x 40 cm, 
turquoise (XL) 60 x 62.5 x 40 cm

RB-BELL

Baby Bell rattle spoon, stainless steel, 12 cm
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CY ENDFIELD |  COMMEMORATIVE TRAVEL CHESS SET

Cy Endfield‘s early friendship with Man Ray 
linked him to both chess and Modernist aest-
hetics. He created this design in 1972. 
The president of the International Chess Fe-
deration and former world chess champion 
Max Euwe chose the Endfield chess design 
as the Federation‘s commemorative chess set 
for the legendary World Chess Championship 
Match between American Bobby Fischer and 
Russian Boris Spasski. 
This new chess set edition with folding board 
commemorates the 50th anniversary of the 
Fischer - Spasski Match.

IC-CYTC 
Cy Endfield travel chess set     
Materials
Pieces: Nickel silver & 24K gold plated
Board: Stainless steel & ecologically neutral HPL    
Dimensions
Board folded: 7 x 13.5 x 2 cm
Board open: 27.5 cm x 27.5 cm
Pieces: 2.8 cm high x 2 cm dia.    
Licensed re-edition    
Chess figures are crafted in the US    
Folding chess board developed and made in Switzer-
land by tät tat

ISAMU NOGUCHI |  CHESS SET

Isamu Noguchi (1904 - 1988) was widely con-
sidered among the most important sculptors 
and designers of his day. Noguchi grew up in 
the United States and Japan. On moving to 
New York in the 1920s, he first came into con-
tact with Western avant-garde art. In 1927, he 
spent six months in Paris on a Guggenheim 
scholarship, working in Constantin Brancusi’s 
studio, a stay which decisively shaped his arti-
stic training.
In 1944 Isamu Noguchi was invited to partici-
pate in ‘The Imagery of Chess‘, a group exhi-
bition of paintings, scupture & newly designed 
chessmen. The show’s organizers - art dealer 

Julien Levy, Surrealist painter Max Ernst and 
co-founder of the DADA movement Marcel 
Duchamp - invited a virtual «who’s who» of 
artists to redesign the standard chess set in 
bold new ways. 
Noguchi’s abstract chess figures are very re-
duced and yet full of tension. The vibrant red 
and green shows the artists fascination with 
Indian culture and artifacts - the classic Indian 
chess set has red and green chess pieces, 
sometimes made of rubies and emeralds.
Licensed re-edition of IC Design in collabo-
ration with the Noguchi Museum in New 
York.

IC-NGCH
Noguchi chess figures
Size of figures: 6 – 9 cm
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Karst        

Made from
recycled stone

100% tree-
free paper

Waterproof and
tear-resistant

Friction-free
writing

No bleaches
or acids

60% lower
carbon footprint

Karst stone paper challenges traditional 
pulp paper by using no trees, water, acids, 
or bleaches in production. The result? The 
whitest and smoothest paper on the mar-
ket, all while being sustainable and eco-
friendly.
Founded in Sydney Australia, karst is a certi-
fied B corp, who believes in a better tomorrow 
and strives to meet the highest standards in 
environment, material, and design.

Recyclable & tree-free 

Stone paper is infinitely recyclable, made 
from repurposed calcium carbonate cons-
truction waste. The process eliminates the 
use of water in production.

Waterproof & tear-resistant
Stone paper is completely waterproof, and 
tear-resistant with
its unique chemical structure.

Friction-free writing
No grain direction, no bleed through, Stone 
paper is smoother than anything you’ve 
ever written on. Completely friction-free, 
pens & pencils glide across the page.

60% lower carbon footprint
Stone paper has a 60% smaller carbon 
footprint than traditional wood-pulp paper. 
A sheet of traditional A5 paper uses about
2.5 gallons of water.
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Black
KA-HCA5-Blank-Black
KA-HCA5-Dot-Black
KA-HCA5-Square-Black 
KA-HCA5-Lined-Black

Eucalypt
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Eucalypt

Black
KA-SCA5-Blank-Black
KA-SCA5-Dot-Black
KA-SCA5-Square-Black
KA-SCA5-Lined-Black

Peony

KA-HCA5-Dot-Peony
 
KA-HCA5-Lined-Peony

Pinot
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Pinot

Eucalypt
KA-HCA5-Blank-Eucalypt
KA-HCA5-Dot-Eucalypt
KA-HCA5-Square-Eucalypt
KA-HCA5-Lined-Eucalypt

Forest
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Forest

Navy
KA-SCA5-Blank-Navy
KA-SCA5-Dot-Navy
KA-SCA5-Square-Navy
KA-SCA5-Lined-Navy

Pinot
KA-HCA5-Blank-Pinot
KA-HCA5-Dot-Pinot
KA-HCA5-Square-Pinot
KA-HCA5-Lined-Pinot

Slate
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Slate

Glacier

KA-HCA5-Dot-Glacier

KA-HCA5-Lined-Glacier

Glacier
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Glacier

Stone
KA-SCA5-Blank-Stone
KA-SCA5-Dot-Stone
KA-SCA5-Square-Stone
KA-SCA5-Lined-Stone

Stone
KA-HCA5-Blank-Stone
KA-HCA5-Dot-Stone
KA-HCA5-Square-Stone
KA-HCA5-Lined-Stone

Tumeric
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Turmeric

Navy
KA-HCA5-Blank-Navy
KA-HCA5-Dot-Navy
KA-HCA5-Square-Navy
KA-HCA5-Lined-Navy

Peony
KA-2P-DJ-LB-Peony

Eucalypt
KA-PJ-Blank-Eucalypt

Pinot
KA-PJ-Blank-Pinot

Glacier
KA-PJ-Blank-Glacier

Stone
KA-PJ-Blank-Stone

Navy
KA-PJ-Blank-Navy

Tumeric
KA-PJ-Blank-Tur-
meric

Peony
KA-PJ-Blank-Peony

Forest
KA-PJ-Blank-Forest

Slate
KA-PJ-Blank- Slate

A5 Hardcover Notebook 
Minimum order 10 / 3 min. per colour. 148 x 210 mm,144 pages,120-micron (144 gsm), Color matched elastic closu-
re band and divider ribbon · Rigid waterproof cover, Expandable storage pocket inside back cover · Lay flat binding

A6 Pocket Journal 
Minimum order 10 / 5 per colour. 105 x 148 mm · 52 blank pages, 120-micron (144 gsm), Removable mirco-perfora-
ted pages, Color matched stitch binding

A5 Softcover Daily Jounal Twin Pack 
Minimum order 10 / 3 min. per colour. 1x lined, 1x blank · 148 x 210 mm, 50 pages each · 120-micron (144 gsm), 
Color matched stitch binding, Expandable storage pocket inside back cover

A5 Softcover Notebook 
Minimum order 10 / 3 min. per colour. 148 x 210 mm,144 pages,120-micron (144 gsm), Color matched elastic closu-
re band and divider ribbon, Flexible waterproof vegan leather cover, Expandable storage pocket inside back cover
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Hardcover Sketchbooks
A4 KA-Sketchbook-A4-P
A5 KA-Sketchbook-A5-P
A6 KA-Sketchbook-A6-P
   
Minimum order 3 per size. 96 blank pages, 200-micron 
(240 gsm), Black waterproof hardcover, Suitable for 
wet & dry mediums, Black elastic  clousure band, Lay 
flat binding

Hardcover Sketchpad 
KA-Med-Sketch-Black-1
   
Minimum order 5. 250 x 208 mm, 40 blank pages, 
200-micron (240 gsm), Removable micro-perforated 
pages, Suitable for wet & dry medium, Black top 
flip binding, Black waterproof rigid backing, Flexible 
waterproof cover

Task Pad 
KA-TaskPad
   
Minimum order 10. 74 x 210 mm, 120-micron (144 
gsm), 60 bullet & line task pages, Removable micro-
perforated pages, Black top flip binding, Black water-
proof rigid backing

A4 Weekly Desk Pad 
KA-NP-A4-Weekly
   
Minimum order 5. 120-micron (144 gsm), 60 undated 
pages, Removable micro-perforated pages, Black top 
flip binding, Black waterproof rigid backing

A4 Notepad 
Blank KA-NP-A4-Blank
Square KA-NP-A4-Grid
Lined KA-NP-A4-Lined
   
Minimum order 5 per style. 120-micron (144 gsm), 
60 removable micro-perforated pages, Black top flip 
binding, Black waterproof rigid backing

Artist Pencils 
KA-Artist-Pencils-24pk
   
Minimum order 3. 24 pack · 2B hardness, Pure 
pigment, no wood barrel, Storage case / display, 
Matte finish keeps hands clean

Woodless Pencils 
KA-Pencils-Grey-5pk
   
Minimum order 10. 2B hardness, Pure graphite, no 
wood barrel, Storage case / display box, Matte finish 
keeps hands clean
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K IHARA
PORCELAIN, ARITA JAPAN

Kihara is a Japanese porcelain producing 
company based in Arita in Southern Japan. 
Arita is a historical town well known as the 
cradle of porcelain production. Fine porce-
lain has been manufactured here for over 
400 years. 
Today at Kihara traditional techniques mix 
with modern methods. 
The result are collections of high quality 
fine porcelain for formal use as well as 
for daily use around the house and the 
kitchen.

KI-9942
Gosuzume  Poke Bowl - red brush   
Handpainted porcelain. Inspired by old 
Japanese textile designs.
14 cm dia., 8.5 cm high

KI-9939
Gosuzume Poke Bowl - blue stripes    
Handpainted porcelain. Inspired by old 
Japanese textile designs.
14 cm dia., 8.5 cm high

KI-SETBOT
Set of 5 botanical mamezara plates    
Indigo and gold leaf pattern
Handpainted porcelain
8.5 cm dia.

KI-HOUENSET 
Sitaku Houen - set of 3 porcelain bowls   
Large 16.5 cm dia., 7.5 cm high
Medium 12.5 cm dia., 5.5 cm high
Small 9.5 cm dia., 4.5 cm high

KI-9941
Gosuzume Poke Bowl - green petals    
Handpainted porcelain. Inspired by old Japanese textile 
designs.
14 cm dia., 8.5 cm high

KI-14306 
Nature - Rice Bowls, set of 2   
Handpainted porcelain
11 cm dia., 6.5 cm highKI-14750  

Sitaku soya sauce pitcher small, height 3 cm 
KI-14751 
Sitaku soya sauce pitcher large, height 6 cm 
KI-14752/14753  
Sitaku spice container set moon
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KI-14625
Sitaku porcelain plate with wooden cutting board    
The cutting board is made of a solid piece of Hinoki 
wood. The Hinoki tree is a cypress tree which is nati-
ve to Japan and is known for its lightness and natural 
fragrance.
19 cm square 

KI-09650
Sitaku ginger grater
Stackable 
11 cm dia.

KI-11010 
Sun morning cup, height 8 cm    
KI-11011 
Sun evening cup, height 8 cm
bone china

KI-09651
Sitaku lemon squeezer
Stackable 
11 cm dia.

KI-M&P
Sitaku mortar & pestle
Stackable 
11 cm dia.

KI-09654 
Sitaku storage container large 
10 cm dia. 6,5 cm high, stackable    
KI-09653 
Sitaku storage container small 
10 cm dia. 5 cm high, stackable    
KI-9655 
Sitaku rectangular storage & butter case
7,5 x 15 x 5,5 cm
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LA  MOLLLA
JEWELRY COLLECTION 

Tiziana Redavid was a student at the Turin 
Polytechnic Architecture School in 1987 
when she made a circumstantial discovery. 
From the factory floor of a manufacturer 
of industrial springs she discovered that 
leftover stainless steel springs were quite 
beautiful on her wrist. The finder’s creative 
spark was lit right there and an artistic idea 
burgeoned into a commercial one. 

It was Issey Miyake who was the first to re-
cognize the work of Tiziana Redavid. Issey 
Miyake commissioned la mollla to create 
jewelry for his fashion.

In 1997, Tiziana launched La Mollla, which 
means spring in Italian, but with an extra 
L for its stretchiness. Tiziana Redavid is an 
internationally-recognized architect and in-
dustrial designer with offices in Paris and 
Turin. The jewelry is made from springs 
from a Turin factory. It is assembled and 
finished in France.

LM-N1MGE
No. 1 boucle oreille or    
also available
LM-N1E     acier
LM-N1DE  mixed dark

LM-N1MGB M/L
No. 1 bracelet or medium/large
18 / 20 cm    
also available
LM-N1B M/L     acier
LM-N1DB M/L   mixed dark

LM-N1MGN M/L
No. 1 collier or medium/long
40 / 46 cm    
also available
LM-N1N M/L  acier
LM-N1N M/L  mixed darkLM-97BL / M

97 Bracelet large / medium
20/19 cm
Also available sel & poivre bracelet or/black
LM-SPBBL  sel & poivre black large
LM-SPBBM  sel & poivre black medium
LM-SPBGL  sel & poivre or large
LM-SPBGM  sel & poivre or medium
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LEOLO.CH        
CRAFT,  SIMPLICITY & THE UNEXPECTED

Leolo.ch is a ZURICH based studio focusing 
on simple and functional objects designed 
by product designer Thomas Steuri and 
crafted by local Swiss manufacturers. The 
leolo collection will encompass everyday 
objects and toys, all of which demonstrate 
an elegance in their simplicity, a passion for 
craft -  and the pleasure  for the unexpec-
ted.

LE-BO01 
Boule set
European walnut, stainless steel, Ø 5 mm, Boules 
(3 pcs., Ø 70 mm), Cochonette (1 target ball, Ø 30 mm) 
270 x 18 x 120 mm   
The boule balls are made of metal. They become 
more and more beautiful through use. The leolo 
frame – made of walnut, steel and leather – turns 
the set into a decorative object.    
Boule, Pétanque, Boccia – le bonheur est rond!

LE-NC01
Nutcracker
European walnut, brass fittings, leather strap
240 x 36 x 48 mm    
A nutcracker doesn‘t work like a paring knife, 
corkscrew or other kitchen utensil: although we use 
one to break open a shell and get to the core, a 
nutcracker also does something to us: it shows us 
how we can feed ourselves with the simplest of 
means, pass the time quietly in front of a fire or enjoy 
sitting together –   as we have done since millenea.

LE-HA01
Wooden hand
European walnut, spring steel wire (stainless steel), 
85 x 14 x 145 mm    
An organizing accessory: a business card is quickly 
at hand and the picture of one’s loved one is 
elevated from the clutter of one’s desk. 
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MARUMASU
TENCEL SCARVES 

Marumasu Dyeing Factory was established 
in Tokyo in 1901 and is known throughout 
Japan for its beautiful line of textiles. 
Marumasa rethinks the way of manufac-
turing which is affected today by a rapidly 
changing trend and fast consumption. Its 
aim is to create a brand that cheers sustai-
nable manufacturing.
Old European weaving looms are used to 
make double gauze textiles which appear 
to be one. This old technique is hardly used 
any more. It requires much slower and lon-
ger production times and very high preci-
sion work. From start to end a Marumasu 
product takes 4 to 6 months.
The Tencel scarves are produced exclusi-
vely from the pulp of sustainably harvested 
Eucalyptus trees certified by the Forestry 
Stewardship Council (FSC). 

-Luxuriously soft and gentle on the skin
  Strong and shrink resistant

-Superb moisture management and 
  antibacterial

-Cools when it is hot and keeps warm 
  when it is cold 

MS-0060
Tencel scarf red & grey, double gauze 
woven, 65 x 180 cm

MS-0025
Tencel scarf charcoal & grey, double 
gauze woven, 65 x 180 cm

MS-0030
Tencel scarf blue & grey, double gauze 
woven, 65 x 180 cm

MS-0045
Tencel scarf watergreen & soft grey, double 
gauze woven,  65 x 180 cm

MS-0090
Tencel scarf yellow & olive, double gauze woven,
65 x 180 cm

MS-0080SB
Tencel scarf stone block print orange, 
65 x 180 cm
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MASTER SHIN
KOREAN KNIVES & GARDENING TOOLS 

Master Shin In-Young is the head blacksmith 
of Master Shin‘s Anvil and owns the oldest 
blacksmith shop in South Korea, established 
in 1845. At age 13 he bagan his apprentice-
ship and at 17 he became a master, an un-
precedented achievement even today.
In 2016, the Korean government awarded him 
with the highest title, recognizing his rare, 
traditional skills and outstanding talent.
Following old-world techniques and traditio-
nal minimalistic design, Master Shin creates 
high-quality, functional pieces that are also 
durable works of art.

AN-69T 
Garden Trowel, traditional hand-forged, recycled 
car spring, 25 cm   
Trowel handle is made level with the blade of the sho-
vel, so your wrist is comfortable at all angles. The edge 
of the shovel is sharpened to make easy digging.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-64H / 65H
Weeding Hoe, small / large, traditional hand-forged, 
recycled car spring, 32 cm   
Versatile garden tool for planting plants, relocating 
plants or weeding, or digging weeds. Convex blade shape 
keeps soil from sticking. Angle of the handle reduces 
wrist fatigue.   
Metal, chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-71F 
Garden Fork, traditional hand-forged, recycled 
car spring, 38.5 cm   
Sturdy hand fork for relocating plants or digging weeds. 
Convex shape keeps soil from sticking. Angle of the 
handle reduces wrist fatigue.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-70F 
Garden Cultivator & Fork 3-time, traditional 
hand-forged, recycled car spring, 25 cm   
Great for digging or pulling out dirt, and grass pile. 
Lightweight and sturdy and will not bend.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-67S
Sickle, traditional hand-forged, recycled car spring,
45 cm   
Light yet strong enough to cut twigs & branches and has 
a rear molar that prevents grass from getting caught.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-68H
Winged Hoe, traditional hand-forged, recycled 
car spring, 29 cm   
Good for raising soil without digging. Designed to 
change direction sturdy at any angle or direction.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability
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AN-62K 
Kitchen Knife, traditional hand-forged, recycled 
railroad track, 29 cm   
This medium-large all purpose kitchen knife does it all 
and could be used to work through the preparation of 
an entire recipe from chopping garlic to slicing a tough 
root vegetable.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-63K 
Vegetable Knife, traditional hand-forged, 
recycled railroad track, 27 cm   
This larger kitchen knife makes quick work of chopping 
a wide array of produce. The slightly larger blade 
means the knife does much of the work for the user, 
making meal preparation a breeze.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-61K 
Sashimi Knife, traditional hand-forged, 
recycled railroad track, 33 cm   
This shashimi knife can be used for the traditional 
preparation of fish but also does a great job very thinly 
slicing fruit and vegetables.    
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-CHEF 
Master Shin Chef Knife, traditional hand-forged, 
recycled railroad track, 27 cm   
This very large kitchen knife makes quick work of 
chopping a wide array of meat and large produce. The 
thickness of the blade results in a heavier knife that 
does much of the work for you and making meal prepa-
ration a breeze.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-58K 
Pairing Knife, concave blade, traditional hand-
forged, recycled railroad track, 18.5 cm   
This curved blade paring knife is just the right size 
for zesting citrus, peeling a pear, de-veining shrimp 
or other tight tasks a recipe requests of you. Don‘t be 
fooled by its size; this small knife is one of the most 
difficult for Master Shin to produce.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-59K 
Pairing Knife, traditional hand-forged, recycled 
railroad track, 23 cm   
This flat blade paring knife is just the right size for zesting 
citrus, peeling a pear, de-veining shrimp or other tight 
tasks a recipe requests of you - but lager than it‘s 
brother and can also be used to chop ginger, garlic or 
other small produce.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-57K 
Bread Knife, traditional hand-forged, recycled 
railroad track, 25 cm   
This Non-Serrated Bread Knife cuts through soft and 
crusty bread alike, with true ease. Serrated bread knives 
tear through material. Master Shin‘s non-serrated 
bread knife relies solely on it‘s sharpness to move 
through the bread, resulting in a much smoother cuts.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability

AN-60K
Kitchen Knife, traditional hand-forged, 
recycled railroad track, 25 cm   
This multi-use medium knife can be used for any daily 
task in the kitchen from chopping an apple to trimming 
meat.   
Metal - chestnut or oak, dried in the shade for years to 
achieve light-weight, rot-resistant, stability
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The Museum of Modern Art, situated in the 
heart of Manhattan, is for art lovers the pu-
blic access to the world‘s finest collection 
of modern and contemporary art. The coll-
ection holds more than 200,000 works inclu-
ding paintings, sculpture, drawings, photo-
graphy, film, media, and design objects. 

MoMA Wholesale has been manufactur-ing 
and distributing thoughtfully designed and 
innovative objects for over 50 years. 

It began by inviting artists to design holiday 
cards and has since grown into a diverse 
collection, crafting high-quality products.

MM-157481
Chess Set Panisa
Made of sustainably grown rubberwood.
Chess board 40 x 40 cm, chess figures 3 x 8 cm, 
Chess box 20 x 40 cm
Design: Panisa Khunprasert

This vase is inspired by the works of the Dutch artist 
Piet Mondrian. The Mondri Vase is actually three vases 
in one. Designed with three different chambers for 
flowers. Simply turn it and use it horizontally or 
rectangularly depending on the flower arrangement.
Colored and clear acryl
19 x 24 x 8.5 cm

MM-145543
Mondri vase neon

MM-122524
Mondri vase original

MM-31587 
Sky stick umbrella, Span 96 cm
This pattern shines with its eternally cheerful skies. Black nylon exterior 
and photo-printed polyester lining with a wooden shaft and handle. 

also available MM-70031
Sky folding umbrella, auto open/close mechanism, Span 94 cm
Design: Tibor Kalman and Emanuela Frattini Magnusson, 1992

MM-152857
Geo pattern dominos, 28 dominos
Sustainably grown rubberwood
22 x 22 cm (box), 3 x 5 cm (domino)
This set of geo pattern dominos features geometric compositions inspired 
by Cubist art and high-contrast colour pairings influenced by Abstract 
Modernism.
Design: Panisa Khunprasert

MM-116585
La maison inondée bowl small Bone china, 17 cm
also available
MM-143032  Mini
MM-117137  Small green
MM-127284  Small blue
MM-116586  Large
Design: Patrick Martinez 1995
  

MM-153688
Ito 5-piece wood puzzle, beech wood, 7 x 12 cm (cube)
Simple-looking at first glance, this colorful, 
brain-teasing puzzle is deceptively challenging. 
Design: Yoshiaki Ito
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NOTABAG
BAG AND BACKPACK IN ONE
FOLDING TOTE 

Notabag is a smart combination of a bag and 
a backpack. It is an environmentally friendly 
solution that simplifies the active, on-the-go 
lifestyle. 

Notabag is driven by the idea that functio-
nally useful products improve our lives and 
believes in the beauty of simplicity & power 
of intuitive design. 

Notabag is a member of the 1% for the 
planet organization and donates 1 % of 
anual sales to environmental nonprofits.

  Multifunctional, folding tote, 
  bag & backpack 

-Reusable 
-Handmade 
-Carries easily up to 20 kg
-Spacious and convertible 
  (45 cm x 65 cm)
-Folded size
  (14 cm x 11 cm)
-Water-resistant 
-Machine-Washable

Notabag & Petra 
Collection - Fruit Salad

Minimum order 2 per style
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NOB-0057
red

NOB-0019
black

NOB-2129
We are out of the office
Picnic

NOB-2136
We are out of the office
Blossom

NOB-0071 
black & grey

NOB-0026 
grey

NOB-0088 
mint & grey

NOB-0101 
yellow & grey

NOB-0231
blue

NOB-1269
forest green

NOB-1122
golden

NOB-1474
golden dots

NOB-1382
olive stripes

NOB-1160
marine stripes

NOB-1443
marine dots

NOB-1207
wine red

NOB-0293
rose

NOB-0316
raw rose

NOB-0309
raw olive

NOB-0323
olive rose

NOB-1412
golden stripes

NOB-0286 
olive

NOB-1504
olive dots

NOB-1306
navy blue
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NOB-1788
green sprinkle

NOB-1771
black sprinkle

NOB-1962
recycled black

NOB-1764
peach twist

NOB-1757
blue twist

NOB-1993
recycled cornflower

NOB-1986
recycled mustard

NOB-1979 
recycled sage

NOB-0132
reflective yellow

NOB-2099
tote recycled sage

NOB-0125
reflective mint

NOB-2105
tote recycled mustard

NOB-0118
reflective black

NOB-2082
tote recycled black

NOB-0248
reflective blue

NOB-2112
tote recycled cornflower

NOB-1801
red brush

NOB-1795
black brush

NOB-2327 
mireia landscape

NOB-2334 
mireia roads

NOB-2556
fruit salad

NOB-2563
tote fruit salad

NOB-2518
tote mireia landscape

NOB-2525
tote mireia roads
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NOTABAG CROSSBODY BAG PIETER STOCKMANS
PORCELAIN 

This beautiful object for the kitchen and the 
home was designed by Pieter Stockmans 
in 1989. It is inspired by the hemisphere, a 
primal form which recurs in every culture. 
The shape is particularly suitable for bowls 
to be used for mixing, beating, stirring and 

PS-7IN1
7-in-1 porcelain bowls
Bowl sizes 7 cm - 28 cm dia.

NOB-2266
Crossbody black 
NOB-2273
Crossbody cream 
Water-resistant and machine-washable
100% recycled PET polyester 

Unfold new possibilities with Notabag 
Crossbody: Carry it over your shoulder, ac-
ross your body, in your hand, or even around 
your waist.
Winner of the 2023 German Design Award 
the Notabag Crossbody is the perfect for-
mat for all your everyday accessories. If you 
need extra space simply pop open the but-
tons and unfold it to laptop size. 
Made from 100% recycled PET polyester, the 
Notabag Crossbody has a carabiner clip for 
your keys, two inner pockets, and a classical 
multifunctional strap. 

storing. These hard porcelain bowls are 
stackable, strong, timeless and match eve-
ry service. They can be used in the oven, 
microwave, refrigerator and dishwasher. 
The different sizes are practical and multi-
functional.

folded 17.5 x 28 cm extended 40 x 28 cm
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POKEBOO
LIGHTWEIGHT & PACKABLE RUBBER BOOTS 

So convenient, you will want to take them 
everywhere! 

Lightweight and compact portable boots. 
These stylish boots are made of natural 
rubber to ensure water-resistance and an 
easily foldable construction. The form-fit-
ting design keeps the boots snug all the way 
from your calves to your toes, for pleasant, 
comfortable walking. And, most impressive 
of all, the weight of both boots together is 
no greater than an average-sized bottled 
drink. The boots can be easily stowed inside 
the included carrying case, which features 
a handy carabiner for easy attachment to 
backpacks, etc.

These boots are perfect for use in all kinds 
of outdoor settings, fishing trips, camping 
and open-air festivals. They also provide 
an elegant and practical backup in case 
of sudden rainstorms in cities and urban 
areas.

Sizes
SS  35.5/36.5 
S  37/38 
M  38.5/39.5
L 40/41 
LL  41.5/42.5
3L  43/44 
4L  44.5/45.5

PJ-B373 SS/S/M/L/LL/3L/4L

PJ-B374 SS/S/M/L/LL/3L/4L

PJ-B372 SS/S/M/L/LL/3L/4L
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SKEPPSHULT
CAST IRON GRINDERS AND MILLS 

Today‘s society moves at a fast pace; pro-
ducts become obsolete within a year and 
many are mass-produced, usually in the 
Far East. Skeppshult is based on a different 
premise; its products are made in the town 
of Skeppshult by hand since 1906 according 
to ancient methods and traditions.
While a sand mould can only be used once 
to cast each piece, the sand is recycled into 
new moulds in a sustainable cycle of pro-
duction. The spice grinders with European 
walnut accents are both functional and 
heritage pieces to last a lifetime.

SK-0712V
Spice mill and storage bowl Swing wide, 5 cm
Cast-iron with walnut lid
Made in Sweden

SK-0721V
Salt container Little Swing, 7 cm

SK-0072V
Salt container Swing, 9 cm
Cast iron with walnut lid
Made in Sweden

SK-0074
Pepper mill, 15 cm
Cast-iron with walnut lid, cast iron grinder
Made in Sweden

SK-0711V
Spice mill Little Swing, 7 cm

SK-0071V
Spice mill Swing, 9 cm
Cast iron with walnut lid
Made in Sweden

K-0018
Spice grinder, 11 cm dia.
Cast-iron
Made in Sweden

SK-0073V
Cubic mortar & pestle, 12 cm
Cast-iron
Made in Sweden
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STAN EDITION  
      
CANDL STACK ©

CANDL STACKS was founded in 2001 by Bel-
gian designer Stan Verstraete in an effort to 
rethink the way we use candles. Crafted in 
Europe, each Candl Stack is comprised of a 
mix of separate candles and bases, allowing 
you to create a range of shapes and colour 
block combinations.

La bougie qui bouge 

Available in a spectrum of striking colours, 
CANDL STACKS are an entirely new way to 
use candles. 

SV-07MU 
Stack 07 multicolor 
2 holders & 5 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  30 cm, burn time 230 hours
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SV-02BR 
Stack 02 brown 
1 holder & 2 modules with wick
7 cm x 17 cm, burn time 50 hours

SV-06BL 
Stack 06 blue
2 holders & 4 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  24 cm, burn time 140 hours

SV-06MU 
Stack 06 multi 
2 holders & 4 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  24 cm, burn time 140 hours

SV-06YE
Stack 06 yellow 
2 holders & 4 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  24 cm, burn time 140 hours

SV-05YE 
Stack 05 yellow 
1 holder & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  19 cm, burn time 130 hours

SV-03YEBL 
Stack 03 yellow & blue 
2 holders & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x 24 cm, burn time 80 hours

SV-03G 
Stack 03 brown 
2 holders & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x 24 cm, burn time 80 hours

SV-02G 
Stack 02 blue 
1 holder & 2 modules with wick
7 cm x 17 cm, burn time 50 hours

SV-06G 
Stack 06 brown 
2 holders & 4 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  24 cm, burn time 140 hours

SV-02TU 
Stack 02 turquoise 
1 holder & 2 modules with wick
7 cm x 17 cm, burn time 50 hours

SV-05TU 
Stack 05 turquoise 
1 holder & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  19 cm, burn time 130 hours

SV-03YEBR 
Stack 03 yellow & brown 
2 holders & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x 24 cm, burn time 80 hours

SV-02 P 
Stack 02 pink 
1 holder & 2 modules with wick
7 cm x 17 cm, burn time 50 hours

SV-03YE 
Stack 03 yellow
2 holders & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x 24 cm, burn time 80 hours

SV-04RBL 
Stack 04 red & blue 
1 holder & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  19 cm, burn time 110 hours

SV-02 YE 
Stack 02 yellow 
1 holder & 2 modules with wick
7 cm x 17 cm, burn time 50 hours

SV-04GYE 
Stack 04 green & yellow 
1 holder & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  19 cm, burn time 110 hours

SV-04GE 
Stack 04 green
1 holder & 3 modules with wick
7 - 10 cm x  19 cm, burn time 110 hours
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SUBU 
STREAMLINED JAPANESE DESIGN

SUBU winter sandals - The idea was born 
in Japan - a country where sandals are far 
more than just shoes. They are a centuries-
old tradition. An inextricable part of a kimo-
no outfit. The footgear of Buddhist monks 
on their spiritual journeys. And a symbol of 
freedom to go wherever you like.
Even when it is cold, you can slip them on 
barefoot and go out instantly - the one-of-
a-kind autumn and winter sandals. They 
embrace the feet with warmth of a down 
jacket, and the raised inner fabric and four-
layer insole create the feeling of a perfect fit 
and softness while walking.

The Nannen shoe from SUBU utilizes 
flame retardant Cordura 305D fabric on 
the outer layer, which makes it perfect for 
camping as well as any other indoor activi-
ty also around the stove top.
   
Permanent & Nannen 6 sizes available

35 - 36, 37 - 38, 39 - 40, 41 - 42, 43 - 44, 45 - 46

Always on the move, let you favorite shoes 
move with you. SUBU packable are foldable 
shoes that take half the space of a regular 
SUBU.
   
Packable 5 sizes available
35 - 36, 37 - 38, 39 - 40, 41 - 42, 43 - 44

SU-SB-33
Subu permanent red

SU-SB-63
Subu permanent dots

SU-SN-05
Subu Nannen orange

SU-SN-03
Subu Nannen khaki

SU-SN-02
Subu Nannen navy

SU-SP-50
Subu Packable urban beige

SU-SP-00
Subu Packable foil silver

SU-SP-30
Subu Packable black

SU-SB-23
Subu permanent steel 
gray

SU-SB-13
Subu permanent black

SU-SB-43
Subu permanent 
mountain khaki
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TAMANOHADA
HANDMADE SOAP FROM JAPAN SINCE 1892

VILT VAN VER

VV-977
Trivet large multi, 8 x 8 cm   
100 % wool, handmade in Nepal

Welcome soap fish   
TA-POMEGRANATE pomegranate, 
 lemon oil & peppermint
TA-LILY,  lily & green leaves
TA-MUSCOVADO   muscovado (brown sugar)   
On linen rope
100% natural oils, 345 g

Spherical soap   
TA-FIG
TA-GARDENIA
TA-MUSK
TA-ORANGE
TA-ROSE   
100% natural oils, 125 g

VV-976
Trivet large earth tones, 8 x 8 cm   
100 % wool, handmade in Nepal

tät  tat
SWISS DESIGN MADE IN SWITZERLAND

Set of 3 pencils gift packaged   
TT-41893.3R Pencil Set red 
 (Turm, Punkt, Eiffel)   
TT-41886.3B Pencil Set brown 
 (Code, Ring, Würfel)    
These intricately designed and crafted 
wooden pencils are beautiful objects to be used for 
writing as well as to be admired.

TT-44443.6 

Set of 6 pencils   
Eiffel, Ring, Code, Würfel, Turm, Fisch       
Inspired by the love for Brancusi as well as African 
sculptures, These intricately designed and crafted woo-
den pencils are beautiful objects to be used for writing 
as well as to be admired.

Pencil gift packaged   
TT-41862.COB Pencil Code, brown
TT-41855.RIB Pencil Ring, brown
TT-41879.WUB Pencil Würfel, brown
TT-41848.TUR Pencil Turm, red
TT-41831.PUR Pencil Punkt, red
TT-41824.EIR Pencil Eiffel, red   
Made of European solid basswood (PEFC-certified). 
With matt black finish., 175 mm, 7 mm , HB Mine
Inspired by the love for Brancusi as well as African 
sculptures.

TT-40711.BR / 40735.GR / 40742.RO / 40704.BL
Guter Grund Notebooks brown, green, red & blue   
24.6 cm x 18.8 cm, 120 gm (22 pages)
Linen bound and hand-sewn    
The paperstock is heavy, it is compressed to avoid ink 
filtering through and it has a slick surface texture that 
allows the pen or brush to slide easily over the paper. 
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TT-50041.BL / GE / RO / HG / RS / LI
Notepad Pompon 
blue / yellow / red / green / pink / purple
100 pieces of paper
FSC-mix-paper, merinowool
7 x 13.5 cm

Set à 3 bicycle tire rubber bands
available as:
mountain goat
cats
baby chicks
cows
chicken
rabbit
break-dance
stars

Sacco
Eyeglass pouch
grey blue / black / light green / brown grey / red / 
night blue / yellow / espresso / linde
Microfleece, quartz, 16 cm

tät tat stands for witty and distinctive 
Swiss design, well thought-out and beau-
tifully packaged. Tät-Tat has specialized in 
designing and developing everyday articles 
with socially responsible manufacturing 
since 1994. 

It gives meaning to the work done by its 
employees and helps motivate them. The 
basic idea is to turn a seeming weakness 
into a genuine strength.

All production is done in social workshops 
around Switzerland.

TT-50039.GR
Notepad Zupf Schlauch
FSC-mix-paper, 7.5 x 21 cm   
TT-50049.TE 
Notepad Zupf Teich 
with suction cup
FSC-mix-paper, 10 x 21 cm   
120 pieces of paper

TT-34345.BL / TT-34347.OR / TT-34348.RO
Notepad Zupf flower blue / orange / red
with suction cup
FSC-mix-paper, 10 x 21 cm   
120 pieces of paper

TT-34339.RB
Magnets Pompon rainbow
Set à 8 magnets
Magnet,  Merino wool

TT-10130.E / TT-10130.F
Rubber bands Plattfuss 
70 rubber bands, made of recycled bicycle tire inner tubes

Designpreis Germany 2011 DESIGNPLUS
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TT-50123.DE
Diskiness triangle

TT-50123.RU
Diskiness round

TT-50123.OV 
Diskiness oval

TT-50098
Colorwheel / Lichtscheibe

TT-50055.BL / BU / PR / TR
Girlande Circula 
130 cm   
blue-green                     multi                                 prismatisch                    transluzent

TT-50054 / 50125
Girlande Spektral 
long 130 cm
mini 58 cm
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Toyo Steel Co.
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Toyo Steel Co. TO-T-190BK  Black
TO-T-190B  Blue
TO-T-190MG  M. Green 
TO-T-190W  White
TO-T-190BG  Beige
TO-T-190CP  Copper
TO-T-190PO  Coral
TO-T-190GD  Gold
TO-T-190JI  Indigo
TO-T-190R  Red
TO-T-190SV  Silver
TO-T-190SE  Emerald
TO-T-190Y  Yellow

T-190 Stackable storage box
200x110x50mm, 0.7kg

T-320 Tool box
333x137x96.5mm, 1kg
TO-T-320BK  Black
TO-T-320B  Blue
TO-T-320MG M. Green

M-8 Xxx T-360 Tool box
382x222x95mm, 1.6kg
TO-T-360BK Black 
TO-T-360B Blue  

Y-17 Mini Box
170x52.4x71mm, 0.28 kg 
TO-Y-17BK  Black
TO-Y-17R  Red
TO-Y-17W  White

Y-20 Mini Box
200x61.4x86mm, 0.37 kg
TO-Y-20BK  Black
TO-Y-20R  Red
TO-Y-20W  White

M-8 Stackable storage box
367x277x96mm, 1.4 kg 
TO-M-8MG  Military Green
TO-M-8CL Clear   
TO-M-8BK Black

ST-350 Tool box
350x160x215mm, 2.6 kg
TO-ST-350BK Black
TO-ST-350B Blue
TO-ST-350MG  M. Green

Y-350 Tool box
373x164x124mm, 1.3kg
TO-Y-350BK  Black
TO-Y-350B  Blue
TO-Y-350MG M. Green 

Y-350 Tool boxT-150 Stackable storage box  
154x105x52mm, 0.3kg
stackable
TO-T-150BK  Black 
TO-T-150B  Blue 
TO-T-150MG Military Green
TO-T-150W White 

T-152 Stackable storage box  
154x105x29mm, 0.15kg
stackable
TO-T-152BK  Black 
TO-T-152B  Blue 
TO-T-152MG Military Green

Toyo Steel Company Ltd. was established 
in 1969 in Osaka, Japan as metal stamping 
service for the surrounding community. 
For decades now, Toyo Steel has produced 
high quality tool and utility boxes as well 
as other fine steel items for both home and 

professional use. Their unique process of 
deep drawing technology involves stam-
ping and folding instead of cutting and 
seaming, which eliminates sharp edges 
and creates a more sturdy, lightweight 
structure. 

TO-T-320PO Coral
TO-T-320R Red
TO-T-320SV Silver

TO-T-360MG M. Green
TO-T-360BG Beige 
TO-T-360W White

TO-ST-350W White
TO-ST-350BG Beige 
TO-ST-350R Red
TO-ST-350SV Silver

TO-Y-350W  White
TO-Y-350BG  Beige 
TO-Y-350PO  Coral 
TO-Y-350R  Red
TO-Y-350SV  Silver
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TSUKIUSAGI
The design is uniquely elegant and very practi-
cal. The long and straight spout allows for an 
even flow of tea or coffee which enhances a 
good aroma. The pot is traditionally crafted 
from a durable metal base, coated with a thick, 
lustrous layer of glass-like enamel.

Hand made by skilled craftsmen still today in 
Kyoto Japan. 20.5 x 13 x 20 cm

TJ-05006408      Slimpot 1.2 L red
TJ-05060030      Slimpot 1.2 L white
TJ-05005777      Slimpot 1.2 L blue
TJ-05006051      Slimpot 1.2 L yellow
TJ-05005775      Slimpot 1.2 L black






